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 She marries a rich, older man and becomes a part of a socialite lifestyle in Mumbai . Her half-sister turns into a beautiful
woman . She starts losing her hair and she undergoes a facelift to look beautiful. When Anisa's husband dies and she comes to
know that her husband and daughter had gone missing in Paris . Anisa comes back to Lucknow to find her missing daughter.

She meets Raja Singhania who seems to be having some connection with the missing . He is a famous crooner in Mumbai and
has a charming personality . Anisa gets closer to Raja and then falls in love with him. He is also on his honeymoon with his

girlfriend Sumitra . When Anisa is pregnant, Raja's girlfriend Sumitra suddenly reveals that she is his real wife and he had left
her for Anisa . With this, Raja and Anisa fall out of love. Anisa and Raja's father is having plans to win back her husband's half
of the company, the Naiad Group and uses his influence to get the entry of a former shareholder. Cast List of songs Reception
Critical response The Times of India gave the film a positive review and stated, "Piya Ka Ghar Pyaara (The Way Home), based

on the same-titled novel by Deepa Mehta, is not your usual, usual commercial fare, but it is also not the first instance of our
habitual screenwriter-directors delivering a film that is over-ambitious, but pulled off with panache and without compromising
on the script. Opens on 4 August" Box office The film had good opening collections, and was a massive hit. It finished with a

business of in its opening week, taking its first-week collection to. In the opening weekend, it earned on first day, and in its first
week, and was declared a hit by Box Office India. The film grossed in the United States. References External links
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